
National
Curriculum
learning
objective
(Chemistry)

● compare and group materials together, according to whether they are solids, liquids or gases
● observe that some materials change state when they are heated or cooled, and measure or research the temperature at which this happens in degrees Celsius

(°C)
● identify the part played by evaporation and condensation in the water cycle and associate the rate of evaporation with temperature

Vocabulary: solid, liquid, hard, soft, pour, flow, pile, pool, surface, horizontal, runny, viscous, sticky, grain, powder, ice, water, temperature, cool, cooling, warm, warming, hot, degree
Celsius, melt, melting, freeze, freezing, solidify, solidifying, heating, states of matter, change of state, melting point, freezing point, process, gas, air, carbon dioxide,
helium, oxygen, bubbles, empty, particle, weight, compress, squash, shape, volume, dry, evaporate, evaporation, water vapour, boil, boiling, boiling point, steam,
thermometer, data logger, sensor, droplets, condense, condensation, water, droplets, cycle, model, snow, expand, scale, calibrate, heat sensitive, sensor

Essential prior
knowledge /
vocabulary to
check:

● distinguish between an object and the material from which it is made
● identify and name a variety of everyday materials, including wood, plastic, glass, metal, water, and rock
● describe the simple physical properties of a variety of everyday materials
● compare and group together a variety of everyday materials on the basis of their simple physical properties
● identify and compare the suitability of a variety of everyday materials, including wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and cardboard for particular uses
● find out how the shapes of solid objects made from some materials can be changed by squashing, bending, twisting and stretching

materials, wood, wooden, plastic, metal, glass, water, rock, brick, paper, writing, wrapping, shiny, drawing, display, greaseproof, kitchen towel, handkerchief, wallpaper,
sand paper, fabric, wool, nylon, silk, fleece fibre, properties, hard, soft, fluffy, rough, smooth, shiny, dull, light, heavy, transparent (see-through), opaque (can’t
see-through), translucent (see something through), harder, lighter, rougher, stretch, stretchy, elastic, stiff, bend, bendy, not bendy, press, squash, twist, shape,
waterproof, absorb, absorbent, soak up, mop up; frozen, freeze, melt, salt, tissue paper, button, glass bead, marble, pebble, past

National
Curriculum
learning
objective
(Working
Scientifically)

● asking relevant questions and using different types of scientific enquiries to answer them
● setting up simple practical enquiries, comparative and fair tests
● making systematic and careful observations and, where appropriate, taking accurate measurements using

standard units, using a range of equipment, including thermometers and data loggers
● gathering, recording, classifying and presenting data in a variety of ways to help in answering questions
● recording findings using simple scientific language, drawings, labelled diagrams, keys, bar charts, and

tables
● reporting on findings from enquiries, including oral and written explanations, displays or presentations of

results and conclusions
● using results to draw simple conclusions, make predictions for new values, suggest improvements and

raise further questions
● identifying differences, similarities or changes related to simple scientific ideas and processes
● using straightforward scientific evidence to answer questions or to support their findings.

Suggested enquiries:

Asking Questions

Observing over time: Describe the effect of
temperature, shape and size on how fast ice blocks
melt.

Comparative & Fair testing: How can we dry this
fabric (evaporation)

Identify, classify and group:. Compare the boiling
point of different liquids.



Research using Secondary Sources: Explain the
water cycle

Vocabulary: what, how, why, when, question, observe, pattern, test, measure, compare, enquiry, function, relationship, notice, group, classify, answer

notice, patterns, observations, careful, accurate, evidence, increase, decrease, predict, conclude, relationships, appearance, unit measurements

enquiry, fair test, comparative test, variable factor, gather, record, measure, diagrams, prediction, improvement, conclusion, evidence, explain

● Question: I would like to find out?
● Method: I would do this by?
● Variables: What will I measure? What will I change? What must I keep the same?
● Prediction: What do I think will happen?
● Results: What have I noticed?
● Conclusion: What does this tell me?
● Evaluation: What could I do differently next time? What else would I like to find out next?

differences, similarities, classify, diagram, chart, key, Carroll Diagram, Venn Diagram, behaviour, properties, criteria, c;lassification key

secondary source, practical investigation

Essential prior
knowledge/skills
to check:

● asking simple questions and recognising that they can be answered in different ways
● observing closely, using simple equipment
● performing simple tests
● identifying and classifying
● using their observations and ideas to suggest answers to questions
● gathering and recording data to help in answering questions

Suggested
sequence of
learning

Prior learning check: Snap Science Lesson 1
Follow Snap Science sequenced lessons in this order: Lessons 1 & 6, Lessons 2 & 3, Lesson 5, Lesson 9, Lessons 7 & 8, Lesson 11
This is a 1-term unit of learning (6-7 weeks).

Useful facts to
support teaching
this unit

Substances occur in three states, solid, liquid and gas. Each has characteristic properties:

● Solids retain their shape unless a force is applied to them, for example to cut or shape them. They have constant volume (small amounts of expansion when
heated are not considered in this module). This is because the particles making up the solid are held in a tight structure where they can vibrate but cannot
move in relation to each other. Powders can be poured but will form a pile rather than a pool (flat surface). Each grain of a powder maintains its shape and
volume.

● Liquids when transferred from place to place take the shape of the container they are in but do not change in volume (although children will learn later in the
module that heating causes expansion). The surface of a liquid will remain horizontal when the container is tipped. The particles in a liquid remain in contact
with each other so the liquid cannot be compressed, but they are more loosely bound and so can move in relation to each other, allowing changes of shape.



● Gases change in shape and volume to fill the space they are in. The particles in a gas are wide apart and move freely so, under pressure, the gas will take up
less space

Although the property of density is not taught in this module children will be aware that for the same volume a substance is lighter as a gas than a liquid and usually
lighter as a liquid than a solid. The exception to this is water, which becomes denser as it cools, but only until it reaches 4°C, when it expands again. This is why, unlike
other solids and liquids, solid ice floats on liquid water.

Although solids and liquids do not change in volume, if the temperature and pressure do not change, heating a solid, liquid or gas will cause expansion. Heating gives
the particles more energy so they move more and can move further away from each other. Particles in a solid still remain in a structured arrangement and liquid
particles still move in contact with each other. Gases expand more than liquids, which expand more than solids. The particles only change in arrangement if they are
heated enough to change state.

Changes of state occur as a result of heating or cooling. They affect the properties of the substance but not its chemical composition. Water is useful for teaching
changes of state because it is familiar to children as ice, water and steam, but they need to understand that the same changes occur when other solids, liquids and gases
are heated and cooled. They need to experience this practically and by using secondary sources to find out about materials which change state at very high or low
temperatures and which they will only have experienced in one state, such as metal. Changes of state are reversible processes; for example, when ice is heated it melts
but the resulting water will become ice again if sufficiently cooled.

● Melting is the change from solid to liquid caused by heating.
● Freezing or solidifying is the change from liquid to solid caused by cooling. The term freezing is usually used when the change happens at low temperatures;

solidifying is used for change at higher temperatures but the distinction is not crucial at this stage.
● Evaporation is the change from liquid to gas. In the case of water the gas is called water vapour. In everyday language the process may be called drying or

drying up. This happens at all temperatures above freezing point with the rate of evaporation increasing as the temperature rises. It happens only at the
surface of the liquid, which is why increasing the surface area increases the rate of evaporation.

● Boiling is a change from liquid to gas when the liquid is heated to a specific temperature known as its boiling point. It happens throughout the liquid so a
boiling liquid contains bubbles of the substance in gas form. Water vapour at 100°C is known as steam.

● Condensation is the change from gas to liquid at temperatures between its boiling and freezing points.

Any pure substance has characteristic temperatures at which it freezes (its freezing point which, for most materials, is the same temperature as its melting point) or
boils (boiling point). Materials which are mixtures will not have a defined freezing or boiling point. Adding impurities to a substance can change its freezing or boiling
point; for example, salty water freezes at a lower temperature than pure water. Pure water has a freezing point of 0°C and a boiling point of 100°C at normal
atmospheric pressure. A solid heated to its melting point or a liquid heated to boiling point will show no further change in temperature (the heat energy is all used by
the change of state). The levelling off of the time and temperature graph shows where the melting or boiling point is.

The water cycle shows how water in the environment evaporates into the air then the warm air cools as it rises leading to condensation and the formation of clouds.
Water droplets in the clouds fall as rain (or as snow or hail if cooled below freezing point). The water returns to the sea via streams, lakes and rivers to continue the
cycle. Some of it is used by people and animals and some evaporates before it reaches the sea.

Common
misconceptions

● Many children develop misconceptions about materials because of the way in which many words used to describe their properties have meanings in language
that are misleading in scientific terms. For example the word solid is often used as a synonym for hard, rigid or opaque, leading to difficulties classifying solids



which are soft, flexible or transparent. It is important to establish the correct meaning of solid and support children with correct descriptions of properties of
materials.

● Similarly hollow may be seen as opposite in meaning to solid, leading to difficulties in classifying hollow solid objects. A focus on the material rather than the
object is important here.

● Children may be confused by solids such as sponge which can apparently be compressed. They need to understand that the actual solid material does not
change in volume but that it contains spaces filled with air which is pushed out when the sponge (object) is squashed.

● They may also have difficulty with malleable solids such as clay which can be shaped. They need to recognise that a force has been applied to change the shape
of the material.

● Granular solids and powders, which seem to behave like liquids in some respects, can be difficult to classify. Children need to focus on the properties of the
individual grains.

● Gases are less familiar to children than liquids and solids. They do not always realise that an ‘empty’ container has air in it or that gases have substance and
weight. They may also believe that all gases are dangerous and poisonous.

● Evaporation and boiling are often confused as both involve a change from liquid to gas.
● The word condensation has the everyday meaning of ‘mist‘ or ‘fog’ on mirrors, windows and so on. Condensation is the process which causes that to happen;

what they can actually see is water, not a substance called condensation

● Although we teach children that water vapour in the air cannot be seen, they often think that steam is different from water vapour and is visible. Steam is
water vapour at a higher temperature. What the children are seeing, and what is referred to as steam in everyday language, is a cloud of small water droplets
formed by the steam condensing in the air as it moves away from the heat source. The actual steam is the invisible gas in the clear area immediately above the
pan or the spout of the kettle.

● Particles in liquids are often represented by children as being further apart than those in solids with gaps between them, smaller than those in a gas. The
change from solid to liquid is actually a change of arrangement, with the regular pattern of a solid replaced by something more random with particles able to
move in relation to each other.

Threshold
Concept

Learning Scientific enquiry skills to teach, use,
apply and deepen

Milestone expectations



Chemistry -
states of matter
& materials

Throughout this unit
children should be
using the skills of
asking questions:

The children answer
questions posed by the
teacher.

The children explore
everyday phenomena and
the relationships between
living things and familiar
environments. They begin
to develop their ideas
about functions,
relationships and
interactions. Children
raise their own questions
about the world around
them.

Given a range of
resources, the children
decide for themselves
how to gather evidence to
answer the question. They
recognise when
secondary sources can be
used to answer questions
that cannot be answered
through practical work.
They identify the type of
enquiry that they have
chosen to answer their
question.

(Suggest SS Lesson 1 and 6 combined)
Compare and group materials together, according to
whether they are solids, liquids or gases.
To explore the properties of solids and liquids, demonstrating
what they already know.
By the end of this lesson they will be able to use key
properties to distinguish between solids and liquids.

To consolidate their understanding of the properties of
solids, liquids and gases. By the end of this lesson children
will know that there are three states of matter and be able
to recognise the characteristics of each of them.

Identifying, classifying and grouping

Identify differences, similarities or changes related to simple
scientific ideas and processes.

Talk about criteria for grouping, sorting and classifying and use
simple keys.

Compare and group according to behaviour or properties,
based on testing.

Record classifications eg. using tables, Venn diagrams, Carroll
diagrams.

1) Compare and group materials together,
according to whether they are solids, liquids or
gases.

B: Name materials as solids, liquids or gases.
Observe and describe the typical properties of
solids, liquids and gases. Complete tables to show
information about solids, liquids and gases.
A: Compare and contrast solids, liquids and gases.
Classify liquids in different ways. Classify solids in
different ways. Classify gases in different ways.
Explain why a helium filled balloon will float in the
air.
D: True or false: liquids take the form of the
container they are in? True or false: solids keep
their shape unless it is altered by a force? Always,
sometimes or never: gases are lighter than solids?

2) Observe that some materials change state
when they are heated or cooled, and measure the
temperature at which this happens in degrees
Celsius (°C), building on their teaching in
mathematics.

B: Observe and describe the effect of heating and
cooling water, chocolate, butter and other
everyday materials. Measure the changing
temperature of materials as they are heated and
cooled and complete tables and graphs to show
the effects.
A: Summarise, using scientific terminology, the
relationship between temperature and states of
matter. Explain the three states of matter of water
and how temperature affects its state.
D: Create a testable hypothesis about states of
matter, carry out tests and prove or disprove your
hypothesis.

(Suggest SS Lessons 2 & 3 combined)
Observe that some materials change state when they are
heated or cooled, and measure the temperature at which
this happens in degrees Celsius (°C), building on their
teaching in mathematics.

Part A). In this lesson children will use ideas from
observing melting ice to help them to plan a fair test
investigation to answer a question. In Part B they will
carry out their investigation and draw conclusions.

By the end of this lesson children will have planned a fair
test and will know that melting and freezing are changes
of state.

Part B). In this lesson children will carry out the
investigations planned in Part A and present and interpret
the data. By the end of this lesson children will be able to
describe the effect of temperature, shape and size on how
fast ice blocks melt.

Observing over time: Describe the effect of
temperature, shape and size on how fast ice
blocks melt

Children help to make decisions about what observations to
make, how long to make them for and the type of simple
equipment that might be used.

They can choose from a selection of equipment and learn to
use it safely,  independently and appropriately (eg data
loggers).

They make systematic and careful observations and, where
appropriate, take accurate measurements using standard
units, using a range of equipment, including thermometers and
data loggers.

They observe and measure accurately using standard units
including time in minutes and seconds.

The children sometimes decide how to record and present
evidence. They record their observation e.g. using
photographs, videos, pictures, labelled diagrams or writing.
They record their measurements e.g. using tables, tally charts
and bar charts (given templates, if required, to which they can
add headings). Children are supported to present the same
data in different ways in order to help with answering the
question.

(Suggest SS Lesson 5) Identifying, classifying and grouping



Children make some
decisions about which
types of enquiry will be
the best way of
answering questions
including observing
changes over time,
noticing patterns,
grouping and classifying,
carrying out simple
comparative and fair
tests, finding things out
using secondary sources

3) Identify the part played by evaporation and
condensation in the water cycle and associate the
rate of evaporation with temperature.

B: Describe the water cycle. Observe evaporation.
Observe and describe the different rates of
evaporation in different temperatures.
A: Graph the relationship between temperature
and evaporation. Summarise your results.
D: Suggest practical uses for the relationship
between temperature and evaporation.

Compare and group materials together, according to
whether they are solids, liquids or gases.

To explore the properties of air.

By the end of this lesson children will know that gases are
materials with substance and weight.

Identify differences, similarities or changes related to simple
scientific ideas and processes.

Talk about criteria for grouping, sorting and classifying and use
simple keys.

Compare and group according to behaviour or properties,
based on testing.

Record classifications eg. using tables, Venn diagrams, Carroll
diagrams.

(SS Lesson 9)
Observe that some materials change state when they are
heated or cooled, and measure the temperature at which
this happens in degrees Celsius (°C), building on their
teaching in mathematics

To observe and measure water boiling, interpret
temperature graphs from a data logger and research boiling
of other liquids.

By the end of this lesson children will know that liquids
have characteristic boiling points, including water, which
boils at 100°C, and will be able to identify the boiling point
on a time and temperature graph.Children will be able to
identify different materials from their boiling point.

Observing over time

Children help to make decisions about what observations to
make, how long to make them for and the type of simple
equipment that might be used.

They can choose from a selection of equipment and learn to
use it safely,  independently and appropriately (eg data
loggers).

They make systematic and careful observations and, where
appropriate, take accurate measurements using standard
units, using a range of equipment, including thermometers and
data loggers.

They observe and measure accurately using standard units
including time in minutes and seconds.

The children sometimes decide how to record and present
evidence. They record their observation e.g. using
photographs, videos, pictures, labelled diagrams or writing.
They record their measurements e.g. using tables, tally charts
and bar charts (given templates, if required, to which they can
add headings). Children are supported to present the same
data in different ways in order to help with answering the
question.

Identify, classify and group:. Compare the boiling
point of different liquids.

Identify differences, similarities or changes related to simple
scientific ideas and processes.



Talk about criteria for grouping, sorting and classifying and use
simple keys.

Compare and group according to behaviour or properties,
based on testing.

Record classifications eg. using tables, Venn diagrams, Carroll
diagrams.

(Suggest SS Lesson 7 and 8 combined)
Identify the part played by evaporation and condensation in
the water cycle and associate the rate of evaporation with
temperature.

This is a two-part lesson. In the first part children will
investigate factors that affect how fast fabric dries and learn
the term evaporation.

By the end of this lesson children will have collected data
and recorded it in a table. In the second part children will
draw conclusions from their data.

In the second part children will experience evaporation in a
range of contexts and will draw conclusions from the data
collected.

By the end of this lesson children will be able to describe
what the data shows and use their developing
understanding of evaporation to explain their findings.

NB: The optional SS enrichment Lesson 4 offers children the
opportunity to present their data in graphs.

Comparative & Fair testing: How can we dry this
fabric (evaporation)?

Children can suggest and set up simple practical enquiries.

Children can plan and carry out: observations and tests to
classify; comparative and simple fair tests; observations over
time; and pattern seeking.

Children recognise when a simple fair test is necessary and
help to decide how to set it up. Children can think of more than
one variable factor.

Children recognise when a simple comparative test is
necessary and help to decide how to set it up. Children can
think of more than one variable factor.

They gather, record, classify and present data in a variety of
ways to help in answering questions.

Findings are recorded using simple scientific language,
drawings, labelled diagrams, keys, bar charts and tables.

Children use results to draw simple conclusions, make
predictions for new values, suggest improvements and raise
further questions.

Using straightforward scientific evidence to support their
findings, children can report on findings from enquiries,
including oral and written explanations, displays or
presentations of results and conclusions.

(Suggest SS Lesson 11)
Identify the part played by evaporation and condensation in
the water cycle and associate the rate of evaporation with
temperature.

Research using Secondary Sources: Explain the
water cycle



In this lesson children will explore the role of evaporation
and condensation in the water cycle through a physical
model and an animation.

By the end of this lesson they will be able to label the
processes on a diagram of the water cycle.

Begin to recognise when and how secondary sources might
help to answer questions that cannot be answered through
practical investigations

Assessment of
learning task
and/or
title of double
page spread
outcome
Assessment of the
National Curriculum
Objective by
applying
understanding of
Threshold Concepts
and demonstrating
Milestones/Skills.

Teachers should assess children’s learning of knowledge and vocabulary frequently throughout the unit.
Use recap, refresh and revision to start the unit and each lesson.
Use the BAD outcomes to assess depth of learning each lesson against the 4 expected outcomes for this unit.

Teachers should refer to the milestone expected outcomes for scientific enquiry when assessing these skills (see St J’s Science Progression Document)


